Introduction
Interesting quasiregular mappings have usually nonempty branch set if the dimension is greater than two. This is perhaps best illustrated by Zoriö's theorem [7] which says that a locally homeomorphic quasiregular mapping of the Euclidean n-space Än into itself is in fact a homeomorphism if n>3, For a nonconstant quasiregular mapping f: G*R" thelocal index at x is i(x,/):suPycatd Unf-L(y) where U is any sufficiently small neighborhood of x. For the basic theory of quasiregular mappings, see [2] . Although the branch set .Br is often nonempty for a quasiregular mapping f, lhe local index cannot be too large in the *hole branch set if n>3. Results rn this direction were first proved by Martio in [1] . One of his main results [1, 6.8 ] is that jtl i(x, f) = K,(f) FcB, with afe(fF)>O where afe is thep-dimensional Haus-Kr(f) is the inner dilatation defined as the smallest K satisfying (+)"-' r1@) = K,iS If'@)h( a.e. In [3, 3.4] it was provedthat //o-q(fBy\-0 if Bftg. Then Fcan be chosen so that (l.l) holds for p:n-2. Applying (1.1) to continua Fwe can also deduce that the set {x€Gl(i(x,f)lKr(f))r/(n-r)=r} is totally disconnected. This follows also from Theorem 1.2 below.
An example of a nonconstant quasiregular mapping f: G*N with sup{i(x,/)lx€G}:@ was given in [3,4.10] . The set E":{x(Gli(x,.f)=-c\, which is closed in G, has in that example no accumulation points in G for large c.It has been conjectured that this is always the case for some c:c(n, K) for any K-quasiregular mapping. In [6] we proved the following result which shows that if there is some even distribution among points xo, ...,x. with rt sufficiently large, then the local index cannot maintain a high constant value at these points. doi:10.5186/aasfm.1985.1054 1.2. Theorem [6] . Let f: G*R" be nonconstant and quasiregular. For each point xs there exist positiue numbers t, and ps such that the following holds. If I -=r= p:(i(xo,f)lKr(/);tl<"-o and if xo,...,xm are points in the ball Bn(*r,t\ such that lxt-xt*tl<tlp,lxr-x^l:t, and vrt<Pn,P>-Po,t<to, then there exists j({1,...,m} with i(x i, f)=.i(xg, f).
The purpose of this paper is to show that the conjecture above is false for dimension three. In fact we are able to prove the following result. Theorem 1.2 shows that the set.E" in 1.3 cannot be evenly distributed for sufficiently large values of c. The proof of 1.3 depends on the constructjon in [5] where it is shown that there exists a nonconstant quasiregular mappipg of Ä8 into itself omitting any prescribed finite number of points. It can be shown that such a mapping must be of complicated nature. I believe that a map å like in Theorem 1.3 must also be complicated for large c. Whether the result in [5] holds for dimensions n =4, is an open question. Consequently, also 1. 3 is an open question for n>4.
Quasiregular mappings form the right extension of the theory of analytic functions in the plane to real z-dimensional space. Surprisingly strong results are true even for value distribution of these mappings. For adefe*t relation, see [4] . In the classical theory there is a direct connection between branching and covering, which in the simple case of a nonconstant rational function f: R2-R2 is presented by the Hurwitz formula Z xe*,(i1x,1-t) : 2p(f)-2.
It has been asked whether there exists a connection of this type also in higher dimensions, for example in the form Zxe..(i(x,fl-c(n, K))* = M(n, x)p(f) for a nonconstant K-quasimeromorphic mapping ,f: Rn*Rn. Theorem 1. 3 gives a negative answer to this in dimension three.
It was proved in [, 6 .5] that
if F is a rectifiable arc in B, and / is a nonconstant quasiregular mapping. Since the left hand side is always at least 2, we obtain in this case Kr(fl>-2. For the mapping f R8*Ä3, f(r,E,ra):(r,28,x") in cylindrical coordinates, Kr(f):2, and also for a similar "winding map" in higher dimensions. It is an interesting open question whether a quasiregular mappngf with Krffi-.2 must always have an empty branch Sets with targe local index of quasiregular mappings in dimension three 49s set. The branch set need not contain any rectifiable arc, see 13,4.71.It is known 13,4.61 that for each dimension n there exists Kn> 1 such that Br:fi for every Kn-quasiregular mapping f: G*N. Note that for the extreme case y:l in Theoreml.2the situation Kr(f)<i(xo, f):2 also applies.
Background for the construction
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based almost completely on the constructions in [5] .
We shall therefore make full advantage of the notation and results in [5] . The idea is roughly the following. With some minor modification we shall take the construction for a quasiregular map of R3 omittin E p:2 points in R3 and consider the restrjction to a certain compact paft A which is homeomorphic to a ball. We glue together a similar restriction, this time defined in a set A' withno common interior points with ,4 and such that the complement of Av A' consists of three topological balls Br, Br, Br. We are able to extend the mapping to these topological balls such that in each Bt there exists a point x; at which the local index agrees with the degree of the resulting map. This process can be repeated, and each ball ,8, will then be replaced by two balls in each of which the new map has a point with local index equal to the degree, etc.
Following now [5] let u7 : *, uz:e al 2, uz: e sl 2 and let Ur, U r, Ur be the components of rR3\(S2u.B2 v {u2,ur\) such that ui€Ai, i:2,3. The constructed map /: Rs*R\ {ur, u"\ in [5] has the property that l4j:f-l(Ji, i: l, 2, consists of one component and Wr:f-t(Js of six components. We shall first work with one component of ws, denoted bv wr(o) (see the end of [5, 7.2] ).We fix a large positive even integer ft, depending on the value of c in Theorem 1 an open 3-ba1l. In a similar way as the level surfaces vt'lNr(0)I, i:0, 1,...' were constructed in %(0) in [5, Section 4], we can for our purpose construct a finite number of level surfaces lnfil, ..., lNiyrl in Z, all homeomorphic to 52. The construction of these can be made so that they are symmetric with respect to the plane Z and so that lNi*rl^C coincides almost with v"llf8(O)lnC where C is the component of the complement of Z which contains the origin.
The structure of the set /f2 of sheetsis determined by a union 9* of map complexes defined in [5, 7 .1]. Let the part of 9-which lies in lMo,o-t(0)l be 9o,1,-10).
We reflect also 9e,ya(0) with respect to Z Next we are going to constructaquasiregular map w" of a subset W" of W, bounded by I and lNirl, onto Us\83(23, r) with some r>0 along the lines of [5] .
To apply the various steps in [5] to this case we need to define suitable map complexes Hi,...,Hi,ron the level surfaces lnf;|,..., lilirl. In [5] the underlying space of a map complex is always homeomorphic to R2 or a closed disk, but the definition extends clearly to this case. These map complexes Hi,...,Hltrwill now be finite and Hi*, can on l^l/j*rln C be almost copied in an obvious way from a corresponding part of the map complex vztHr(0) on v"ln'/s(O)I. Here Hr(0) is the map complex on l^/r(0)l conespondingto Hl on l^äl which is defined in [5,4.3] . We may further require that Hi*, is symmetric with respect to the plane 7. After these preparations we are ready to use the method of Sections 4-7 in [5] to obtain the required map w":. W"-(Js\BB(u",r). Now we fix a regular (closed) 3-simplex /' Ln W\W" with side lenglh 2a and with center u in T. Let A be the concentric 3-simplex with side length a. On the boundary 0Å we fix a map complex G with o(G):o(Hi) where o(G) denotes the number of 2-simplexes of G. In addition, we may require that there are positive constants c, and cr, independent of ft, such that cr<diam(A)o(G)rtzfa=c2 for all2simplexes A in G. Again using the method of Sections 4-7 in [5] we extend w" to a map w': Aint/*t/a\83(rzs,/) for some l€10,r[ which is quasiregular in Z\/ and w'10/: 0/*52(ua,l) is represented bythe map complex G in the sense of [5, 5.1] up to a similarity map taking S'(ur,l) onto 52. Now it is a simple matter to extend w' radially further to a quasiregular map w: W*int 4 to that each cone Cn:{u*t(y-o)ly€A, 0<t<I}, with A a2-simplex in G, is opened up to a half of Bt(r", t). The local index of w at u wjll then be o(G)12.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
,qoliowing [5, 3.U let lMoolbe the 2-simplex {xcn'llTlxrl=xr=lT,vk12} andlet lMfJbe lMoul reflected with respect to the plane T. Let the boundary l(Moov Mfi)l be Ar. We shall next perform a quasiconformal map of the domain 2 : {x€rRsl (x1, x)(lMorlvlMfol, lx"l < d(x, Ar)12} where dis the Euclidean distance. The construction of the sheets can be done so that I lies inside D. First we map D onto p':{rxlx(D, ?=0} by a map ry'1 such that (l) r/t is bilipschitzian with respect to the spherical metric in R3,
(2) the part of 0D lying in Hf;:{x€Ä31x3>0} is mapped onto |D'nHs+, (3) {/'l/ is the identity.
Next we perform a quasiconformal map {r2:. D'-rlrrD' by setting tr(Q, E, xu):
(Q,6E,xr) in cylindrical coordinates in D'\./", where Å" is the 3-simplex concentric with / and with side length 3a12, and by requiring that rlt2ll is the identity.
Then rlt":t11rory'r, when extended to D is a continuous map in the spherical metric and quasiconformal in D. The original constructions can be performed so that the map worlr;tlrltrW: ltrW-int U, is well defined also on ["W, particalarly on the negative xt-axis. The complement of ry'rl consists of three components, each homeomorphic to a 3-ball. One of them is ffi:r!"W Let the others be W* and Wand let us fix the notation so that W*isthe one which contains the positive xu-axis. On 0W* a subset of the set $"(af,f,o-rv aPf,o-r) of sheets appears similarly as on \Wr, in particular, the numbers of sheets n AIry+ and in Offi are equal. Apart from some metrical modifications we can repeat in W* what we did in W in Section 2 when we constructed the quasiregular map w. As a result we obtain a quasiregular map w*: W**in1-t which coincides with wo:wo{/;L: Wo*int Ur on common boundary parts. Furthermore, we can form w* so that there exists a regular 3-simplex / * , with the con- At the six points E{u), E{u-), Er(r), Ea(o+), Es(u+), Es(a-) fzhas local index ltU):lt$):F(f). Repeating this for the six second generation balls tp,Bi, ifj, i,i:1,2,3, and their images under fr, we obtain a K-quasimeromorphic map fs with 5.6:30 points xs,L, ..., xs,i", js:30, with local index equal to p(f):pUo).
This way we obtain a sequencelf, ,.fr, ...of K-quasimeromorphic maps of RB onto itself which converges uniformly to a K-quasimeromorphic map h: R3*R3. The degree p(h) is p(fr) which is checked by looking at h-t(y) for some y outside the balls f1Bi, j:1,2,3.
According to fhe construction the set ,E of accumulation points of the set {xt,jll=j=j., i:1,2,...} is a Cantor set. It remains to show that for each point xQE i(x,h):p"(h). Let x(E. It is enough to show that h-L(h(x)):{x}. Suppose z*x and h(z):71*1. Since x€E, there are balls of arbitrary high generation containing x. We can therefore find such aball V)x with z4 V. Bat according to the construction h(R\I/)^hV:9, which gives a contradiction with h(z):11*7.
The theorem is proved.
